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Probabilistic Extension of the Backward/Forward
Load Flow Analysis Method
Eduard Janecek and Daniel Georgiev

Abstract—The environmental need to curb distribution network
losses and utilize renewable energy sources has created new challenges in estimation. High fidelity estimates are required even in
the presence of significant uncertainty. Herein, we develop a new
analytical probabilistic load flow method that, unlike existing analytical methods, is not based on a Taylor series approximation of
the power equations. The method is exact for a set of distributions
that includes the multivariate normal distribution. The method
implementation is made scalable by casting all formulas into the
framework of the popular backward/forward algorithm. The advantages of this approach are illustrated on a radial IEEE 32-bus
test system. Significant improvements are observed in the presence
of large power uncertainties and near the network power limits.
Uniformly better estimation of power losses is achieved.
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HE global effort to curb carbon emissions has created new
challenges in distribution network design. Improvement
of computational tools is integral to overcoming these challenges.
For instance, in order to meet renewable energy source
utilization targets [1], better planning and source management
tools need to be developed [1]. Renewable energy sources
produce new uncertainties. Their power production is strongly
correlated with environmental conditions, yet their regulation
is limited as they are often distributed along low voltage networks. Current planning and management solutions, such as
oversizing or production curtailing [1], [2], are not economically or ecologically efficient.
Load flow analysis is fundamental to both planning and management. When uncertainty is relevant, probabilistic load flow
(PLF) analysis seems to be preferred due to the statistical language of the new European Union distribution network standards [2]. There are two general categories of PLF methods,
i.e., simulation based and analytical [3], that each have distinct advantages, i.e., model accuracy and computational efficiency, respectively. Current analytical PLF methods efficiently
compute output statistics using simple formulas based on various truncated Taylor series approximations of the power equations. Hence, they can be inaccurate when large deviations are
common. Herein, we develop a new analytical PLF method that
is not based on power equation approximation.
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A. Literature Review
Here we discuss the existing simulation based and analytical
methods within the scope of our work. For a detailed review of
PLF methods, we refer the reader to [3]. The section concludes
with an overview of the deterministic backward/forward (b/f)
method.
1) Simulation-Based Methods: Simulation-based methods
are built on top of deterministic algorithms (such as the b/f algorithm or Newton’s method). Monte Carlo methods are one
example. A key advantage of Monte Carlo methods is their
flexibility [4]. The most cited setback is the large number of
runs required to accurately solve the PLF problem [3], [5]–[7].
The computational complexity becomes especially prohibitive
for large networks because every node introduces a new load
uncertainty that must be tested in combination with all others.
For this reason, many higher level methods exist that combine
Monte Carlo simulation with more efficient algorithms designed
for specific scenarios [8].
2) Approximate Methods Based on Linearization: Probabilistic load flow analysis is complicated by the nonlinearity of
the power equations [3]. Existing analytical methods are built
on various approximations of these equations. Linearization is
most often used, e.g., [9]–[12] and others cited in the recent review paper [3].
Linearization in PLF analysis was first introduced almost 40
years ago in [10], where convolution is used to study load flow in
DC networks. Its extension to AC networks soon followed [11]
and the general approach (see [13]) has remained the same since.
First state means are estimated from the power means. Then the
power equations are linearized around this point. Finally, the
linearized model is used to directly compute the output moments
from the power moments.
The basic method is fast and easy in principle. However, if
the perturbations are large, the linearization point as well as the
linearization are prone to significant errors [13]. Possible refinements either combine multiple linearizations or add modified
quadratic terms. Multi-linearization is a higher order method
that builds directly on the basic linearization method, e.g.,
Monte Carlo combined with linearization [8]. The quadratic
PLF method retains some nonlinear structure by keeping the
second order Taylor series terms, evaluated using the first order
Taylor series approximation [14]. It yields only marginal improvements under special circumstances [3], perhaps because
the method is still prone to the same linearization errors.
3) Approximate Methods Based on Point Estimates: Recently, an alternate approximation, based on a finite number of
probability concentrations (see [15] for details), has been developed for PLF analysis [5], [7]. The so-called point estimate
method (PEM) first solves the deterministic load flow problem
at several sample points and then weighs them to estimate the
output moments. A third order truncated Taylor series is used
to derive the point locations and their weights.
The PEM method can outperform linearization methods in
accuracy and Monte Carlo methods in computational complexity. For third order polynomial power equations, the method
can compute the expectation values exactly given limited cross
correlation between the power inputs [7], [16]. Moreover, the
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number of sample points required is proportional to the number
of inputs. So the computational complexity of the underlying
deterministic method is increased by only a single polynomial
degree.
4) Backward/Forward LF Method: The b/f method is applicable for LF analysis of radial and weakly meshed networks
[17], [18]. It has been developed for single-phase, three-phase,
and four-wire systems [17], [19], [20]. It is efficient as no composite system model is required [21]. It is also modular as nodes
simply update and exchange their local information with known
neighbors. For these reasons, the method is often preferred for
large systems and applications requiring repeated network estimation [18], [22], [23].
The general algorithm [17] for radial networks gets its name
from its repeated backward and forward sweeps. In the backward sweep, estimates of either currents or power flows are
summed and passed on from the leaf nodes to the root node.
In the forward sweep, results of the backward sweep are used
to estimate nodal voltages and loads. The sweeps are repeated
until the estimated inputs are in sufficient agreement with the
actual inputs. If the network is meshed, break points are defined
that decompose it into several radial networks. Auxiliary currents are then injected at the breakpoints to compensate for the
missing branches.
An alternative approach is to centralize the computation using
a gradient descent scheme, e.g., the Newton-Rhapson method.
This usually involves composing a full network model and inverting a gradient matrix of the full power flow equation system
to find the descent direction. This may significantly increase the
initialization time and the iteration time [24]. Moreover, the general methodology is more complex [24] and, by definition, less
modular.
Nonetheless, a slow convergence rate can be a weakness of
the b/f method [25]. A closer look reveals that the algorithm
is a heuristic distributed polynomial solver, where each node
updates its customer current with no regard for the updates at
other nodes. It has been shown that for heavily loaded systems,
the centralized approach may converge in fewer iterations with
an equal or lesser processing time [26].
B. Contributions
The fundamental contribution of our work is a new analytical PLF method that, unlike the point estimate or linearization techniques, approximates the output distributions instead
of the power equations. Linearization is built on an approximate
input-to-output mapping that conserves statistical information.
Input moments up to order
are sufficient to explicitly compute the output moments up to order . Our method achieves
by approximating the output distrithe same result for
butions with distributions that are fully characterized by their
lower moments. The results are exact if the approximating distributions are exact.
We developed the method’s implementation within the b/f
framework. While it is also possible to develop an implementation in a centralized framework, we believe the recursive character of our decentralized approach is conceptually easy, modular, and efficient under normal operating conditions. It is im-
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portant to note the limitations of the deterministic b/f algorithm
also apply to this extension.
Another contribution of our work is a comprehensive and
conclusive comparison procedure of different methods that is
based on the Wasserstein metric. To the best of our knowledge,
the Wasserstein metric has yet to be used for power flow error
evaluation. In literature, probabilistic estimation errors are
usually compared separately for each output moment [7], [16],
which can yield inconclusive results. The Wasserstein metric
eliminates ambiguity by comparing the estimation errors directly in the sample space yielding a single error measurement
for each output.
Empirically, the following potential contributions were found
in estimating a well-documented radial IEEE 32-bus test system
[22]. In comparison to linearization, uniformly better results
were achieved at significant uncertainty levels. In comparison
to PEMs, 1) uniformly better estimation of branch losses was
achieved, 2) lower computational complexity by a single polynomial order was observed, and 3) marginally better estimates
of nodal voltages was attained when the inputs were highly uncertain and the network was operating closer to its power limits.
Based on this example, we can conclude that our method is potentially valuable for applications that require accurate estimates
(especially power estimates) in the presence of uncertainty and
applications that need to execute quickly (e.g., software used to
explore the parameter space at many time instances or higher
level Monte Carlo simulators).
C. Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
defines the method domain by presenting the network model.
The extended b/f method is presented in Section III. Section IV
illustrates the method on a radial IEEE 32-bus test system. The
paper concludes with Section V.
II. ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION NETWORK MODEL
In general, we make the following network assumptions:
Assumption (Network Conditions):
A1. the network topology and branch impedances are fixed
and known, the network is operating under normal conditions with no failures and filled power demands, and
A2. the voltages and currents are described by stationary
stochastic processes.
By the first assumption, we can treat the network as a single
phase system, where the nodes correspond to the buses and
branches correspond to the lines, transformers, reactors, etc. By
Assumption 2, we can model the network voltages and currents
using phasor notation as complex random variables. Under these
assumptions, we now define the detailed mathematical model.
A. Notation
The following notation is used throughout. Capital letters are
used to denote random variables and matrices. The letter is reserved for the imaginary unit. Any vector
can be
or as . Moreover, if is comsimply written as
and its complex conjugate transpose
plex,
is written as
. For random variables and , the expectation
, the covariance is written as
value is written as
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(second argument is omitted whenever
), and the cor. Moreover, if values of are
relation is written as
complex, additional subscripts and are used to specify how
the covariance is evaluated:

(1)
Finally,
denotes the partial derivative of the function
with respect to the vector .
B. Network Model
Distribution networks often have a highly radial structure.
Load flow analysis is commonly done by first decomposing the
meshed networks into radial subnetworks and then applying radial analysis methods. Decomposition does not fall within the
scope of this paper, hence the following assumption.
Assumption (Network Structure): The electrical distribution
network is purely radial.
A radial network topology is equivalent to a directed tree
graph. The root node corresponds to the power source and the
other nodes correspond to the customers. The branches represent the power lines and are directed downstream towards the
power source. The following is a formal description.
Consider a directed graph where the set of nodes is given
and the set of branches
by the finite set
, where each
is defined by the set
points from node to node . For each node
, define the
.
set of upstream nodes by the set
Finally, impose a tree structure on the graph with node 0 at the
root. This means the set is such that there exists a single path
(defined as a directed connection of edges) leading to node 0
from every other node. Any node in the graph that has an empty
set of upstream nodes is called a leaf node. If there exists a path
from node and to node , than is said to be upstream of
(denoted by
) and is said to be downstream of (denoted
).
by
The graph nodes and branches are associated with the esti, denote the estimated network variables. For each node
mated voltage by
, loop current by
, and the load
. For any branch
, denote
by
and power loss by
.
the estimated current by
and the actual branch
The actual base voltage is given by
impedance is given by
.
C. Load Model
The large size of a typical low voltage network prevents full
statistical modeling of customer loads. In practice, these loads
are estimated from the mean and variance of the customers’
yearly energy consumptions.
Assumption (Customer Data): For each node
, denote
. The first two
the customers’ actual load by
moments of the active and reactive powers (i.e., the quantities
, and
) are known.
Note, we make no assumptions regarding the correlations between different customers and between the active and reactive
powers of the same customer. See the next section for our correlation model.
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D. Correlation Model
Load fluctuations are often correlated [9]. The correlations
are important as they can significantly change the extremal voltages and currents. Modeling these correlations, however, is both
computationally and practically difficult. Computationally, for
approximate methods that rely on truncated Taylor series, the
number of cross-terms increases combinatorially with the truncation order. Linearization methods circumvent this issue by ignoring higher order terms. PEM methods consider only pairwise
cross-moments between the inputs [16]. The method presented
herein is subjected to the same curse of dimensionality.
Practically, it is difficult to obtain quality synchronous data
from all customers. Even if the necessary hardware was in place,
the time varying topology and characteristics of distribution networks complicate the collection of statistical information. A
categorical study (parametrizing customer dependencies) can
be performed, but the challenge then becomes correctly preselecting the categories based on geographical location, customer
type, tariff rate, etc.
Practitioners circumvent the challenges of correlation modeling by using dimensionless parameters, e.g., the diversity
factor [27] used in practice to provide a factor of safety. Our
correlation model (first introduced in [28]) is built around a
contemporaneity factor defined as the ratio of maximum current demand on the power station to the maximum individual
. Like
current demand, i.e.,
the diversity factor, is directly related to network robustness.
Higher value of means the power station must produce a
higher current to meet the power demands.
With the purpose of creating an 1) easily tunable correlation
model that 2) generates a wide range of values for 3) various
current phase angles, we assume the following current correlation structure.
Assumption (Current Correlation): For all

For the covariance matrix of to be positive semidefinite, the
and must satisfy
values

(2)
where
is the identity matrix of size
matrix of ones.

and

is the

III. BACKWARD/FORWARD ALGORITHM
The probabilistic b/f algorithm proceeds similarly to its deterministic counterpart (see Fig. 1 for a basic flowchart). From
the leaf nodes to the root, the backward sweep computes the first
two moments of the branch currents and losses. From the root
node to the leaf nodes, the forward sweep computes the first two
moments of the nodal voltages and loads.
There is one main difference. In the deterministic version, the
nodes update the loop currents by solving local power algebraic

Fig. 1. Extended b/f method flowchart. In principle, this flowchart is identical
to the flowchart of the deterministic b/f method. The loop currents are initialized at the beginning of the backward sweep and iteratively updated until the
resulting power error is sufficiently small.

equations. In the probabilistic version, exact solution is not possible. So an approximation must be used. We assume this approximation is a function of the error gradient, which is computed in the forward sweep as well.
The majority of the algorithm is developed for a general class
of distributions. In parts, however, the normal distribution is
chosen as a representative member of this class.
Definition (GABF Method): The extended b/f method where
the loop current vector is normally distributed is called the
Gaussian backward/forward method (GABF).
The remaining details of the extended b/f algorithm under the
general and Gaussian assumptions are presented below.
A. Initialization
Many deterministic b/f algorithms begin by fixing the node
voltages. The probabilistic algorithm begins by fixing the loop
current distribution.
has the form
Assume that the loop current at node
(3)
where
variables

and
. The complex random
have a zero mean and covariances defined by
(4)
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where

. It can be shown that
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The upstream nodes then evaluate their forward states using the
and
following expression. For any
(5)

(6)
and
(13)

(7)
These formulas are used throughout to simplify the expressions
in the b/f sweeps.
The currents are initialized using the given customer power
moments by the formulas

The iterations terminate at the leaf nodes.
The means and covariances of the node voltages and currents
can be readily computed from the values of .
Lemma 2: For any node
(14)
(15)

(8)
Other formulas may produce better convergence properties (as is
shown for the deterministic algorithm in [21]) but that is outside
the scope of this paper.

where

.

D. Error Evaluation
, the error is taken to be the difference between
For all
the known load moments and the estimated moments produced
by the currents, i.e.,

B. Backward Sweep
The backward sweep begins at the leaf nodes and iteratively
proceeds downstream. After obtaining the values of all upstream
computes the value of its own state
states, each node
using the following simple formula:

(16)

The expectation value
(9)

The iterations terminate at the root node.
The means and covariances of the branch currents can be
readily computed from the values of .
Lemma 1: For any node
(10)
(11)
Note, we save the computation of the branch power losses for
Section III-D.
C. Forward Sweep
The forward sweep begins at the root node, where the forward
state
is initialized so that

(17)
In general, to compute the other components of the errors, third
and fourth moments of the loop currents are also needed.
However, an attempt to compute the higher moments from
higher moments of will simply produce another underdetermined system. So there are two options: 1) follow the linearization or PEM approach by approximating the power equations
with simpler functions, or 2) approximate the distribution of the
with a joint distribution that is characterized by its
vector
first two moments (e.g., the uniform or normal distributions, or
any distribution they generate). This is the approach we take.
are first derived. The
The first and second moments of
following lemma will be useful for this purpose.
Lemma 3: Consider a complex random vector . Then
(18)
(19)
(20)
, begin by separating the real and imaginary
For all
parts of the voltage
and the current
to form the vector

(12)

(21)
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has the form

(31)
(22)

and, by Lemma 3, the covariance of
form

, denoted by

(32)

, has the

(23)
where
. Note
has already been computed in the backward and forward sweeps in
Sections III-B and III-C.
is normal.1 Then,
Next assume the joint distribution of
and
according to [29, Theorem 3.3.1], the variances of
are given by

where
. Note, all null components of the gradient
and
are omitted as they follow
and the derivatives of
directly from (7).
follows directly from (17). If we again
The gradient of
to be normal, then the gradient of the active and
assume
reactive load variances can be computed from (24) and (25)
using the trace derivative formula [30]:
(33)

(34)

(24)
(25)
where

Note, the expressions for
are identical with
substituted
.
for
A decentralized Newton-Rhapson method can now be used to
update the customer current estimates using the power error
and its derivative
. The mean and standard deviation
of the customer currents are updated by
(35)

(26)
IV. COMPARISON STUDY
This concludes the derivation of formulas required to compute
the error.
Remark 1: The branch power losses
can be computed in the same way:
(27)
(28)
E. Update Step
Following the b/f sweeps, the loop currents at every node are
replaced by new estimates to reduce the error. There exists no
expression for the moments in terms of the load error (as does in
the deterministic case), so a linear approximation is used. In this
section, we present the gradient of as a function of the local
b/f states, and implement it in a decentralized Newton-Rhapson
step to update the customer currents.
, the gradient of
is sufficient to comFor all
pute the gradient of . Independent of the distribution, this gradient is given by the following recursive formulas:
(29)

(30)
1If J is truly Gaussian, then V is also Gaussian and GABF is exact. GABF
will not be exact for distributions that are not closed under addition.

GABF was tested on the radial 12.66-kV IEEE 32-bus test
system first published in [22]. Only the basic configuration in
[22] was considered, i.e., the nonlinear loss reductions considered therein were ignored. This system was chosen to be small
enough for simple Monte Carlo analysis and large enough to
test accuracy and convergence. Load variances, which are not
listed in [22], were defined parametrically as percentages of
and for all
the load means, i.e., for
and
.
A Wasserstein metric was used to evaluate the results. The remaining details are given below.
A. Method Evaluation Procedure
GABF was compared to linearization and the PEM in [16],
which allows for correlated loads. A thorough Monte Carlo simulation (300 000 runs) was used for reference. The comparison
procedure is outlined in Fig. 2.
One difference between our method and linearization or
PEM is the correlation model, which can significantly effect
the output estimates. Linearization and PEM both impose
correlations on customer loads, whereas our method imposes
correlations on the corresponding loop currents. So the only
fair comparison is when the input correlations of all methods
are correct. To account for some loading synchrony, we consider the case with a small positive correlation in real loop
and
currents and all other correlations zero, i.e.,
. Using GABF and a Gaussian Monte Carlo
simulation (300 000 runs), we then compute the off-diagonal
that result from Gaussian currents
elements of the matrix
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and
are the expected value and
where, for
, respectively. In the sequel, we comcovariance matrix of
and
to compare the
pute the Gaussian distances
voltage and power loss estimates of various methods to the reference Monte Carlo simulations.
B. Results
Intuition suggests that any gains of GABF over linearization
or PEM will be greater when the nonlinear effects are greater.
So we expect better relative performance at higher power uncertainties or lower operational voltages. We also expect GABF
to better predict power losses, which are themselves nonlinear
with respect to the branch currents.
Nodal voltages and branch power losses were estimated using
all three methods. The Wasserstein distances between the estimates and the Monte Carlo references at every node are plotted
in Fig. 3. Plots (a), (b) and (e), (f) correspond to voltage errors,
and plots (c), (d) and (g), (h) correspond to power loss errors.
The figure is organized by the operating regime. Four scenarios
were considered:
kV [Fig. 3(a), (c)];
S1. 5% uncertainty,
kV [Fig. 3(b), (d)];
S2. 20% uncertainty,
S3. 5% uncertainty,
kV [Fig. 3(e), (g)];
kV [Fig. 3(f), (h)].
S4. 20% uncertainty,

Fig. 2. Procedure used to compare GABF, PEM, and the linearization method.
The procedure ensures the input correlations used by all methods are correct.

and their assumed correlations. This covariance matrix and
the mean power vector
are then input to the linearization
method, the PEM, and the reference Monte Carlo simulator
(300 000 runs), which draws power samples from a multivariate
normal distribution (characterized by the computed mean and
variance of ). The estimates of the different methods are then
compared to the reference. Note, the reference loop currents
generated by the final Monte Carlo simulation are not Gaussian
(implying GABF is in this case only an approximation).
Comparison of the network estimates is complicated by the
number of associated variables. Each random variable of interest is described by its first two moments leading to either 2 or
5 quantities depending on whether the random variable is real
or complex. Comparing these moments separately can be misleading. Instead we use the moments to define an underlying
normal random variable and then use the multivariate Wasserstein metric [31] to measure the distance between the estimates
and the reference values.
The Wasserstein metric is readily used in the literature to
measure the distance between two separate stochastic processes
is an estimate of
, then the
[32]. If a random variable
from
represents the smallest
Wasserstein distance of
average prediction error one can hope for. This distance has
a simple expression if the two random variables are Gaussian
[31]:

(36)

The plots show how the three methods compare at every node
and how the errors change as the distance from the root node
increases. GABF appears to be the most accurate in general;
however, accuracy of the PEM is often comparable for voltage
estimates. Power loss errors grow inversely with the distance
from the root node while the voltage errors grow proportionally
(see [22] for the network topology).
The average Wasserstein distances for each scenario and
method are listed in the center table of Fig. 3. The average
results further support our expectations. Power losses are better
approximated by GABF across all regimes (approx. 40%–70%
improvement over PEM and 80%–90% improvement over
linearization). In all scenarios, both GABF and PEM better estimate voltages than linearization (50% to 90% improvement).
In Scenario 4, GABF further outperforms PEM in voltage
estimation by a 30% margin.
Next we compared the computational complexity for this
example. The linearization method and the PEM implemented
herein rely on a deterministic b/f algorithm. We compare the
convergence of this deterministic b/f algorithm to the convergence of GABF. Since the two make comparable steps in each
iteration, the difference in convergence rates gives an idea of
the difference in complexities. It is expected that GABF will
exhibit slower convergence as the update step is not exact (i.e.,
it is based on Newton-Rhapson approximation instead of an
explicit solution).
Under normal operating conditions (all regimes considered
in this section), the convergence rates of the deterministic b/f
method and GABF were the same (see Fig. 4), suggesting their
computational complexities have the same polynomial order.
Hence, the observed computational complexity of GABF is
comparable to linearization and smaller by a polynomial degree
than the PEM complexity, which requires approximately two
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Fig. 3. Wasserstein errors for node voltage and power loss estimates produced by GABF (black), PEM (dark grey), and the linearization method (light grey). Plots
on the left and right sides of the table correspond to power uncertainties of 5% and 20%, respectively. Plots (a)–(d) correspond to the high base voltage scenarios,
and plots (e)–(h) correspond to the low base voltage scenarios. The center table indicates the mean errors for every scenario and method.

Fig. 4. Typical convergence plot showing power errors at iterations of GABF
: kV and power
(black) and the deterministic b/f method (grey) for v
uncertainty equal to 10% of the mean.

= 12 66

simulations for each node. In other scenarios, whenever the
probability of a network power limit violation increased (either
by increasing load uncertainty or by lowering the base voltage),
GABF did diverge. Scalability of the b/f sweeps was further
tested on much larger systems in [33].

V. CONCLUSION
A new analytical PLF method was introduced. Its novelty is
in approximating output distributions with characterizable distributions instead of approximating the power flow equations.
The method was built on an efficient b/f algorithm for radial
networks.

A comprehensive case study of a radial IEEE 32-bus test
system showed that the method does well at retaining the nonlinear effects of the input-output network mapping. In a comparison with a PEM and a linearization method, uniformly more accurate estimates of power losses were achieved. Nodal voltages
were also better estimated in scenarios with high input uncertainties and lower base voltage. Improvements in the computational complexity over PEM were also observed.
Extension of the method to meshed networks is part of the
future work. This will entail developing a break-point-based decomposition similar to that of [17]. Alternatively, the implementation could be developed in a centralized framework that is free
of radial constraints, e.g., the current injection method in [26].
There is also the potential to further increase the method’s
accuracy through integration with existing simulation methods.
For instance, other output probabilities could be approximated
with a mixture of Gaussian distributions.
APPENDIX
In this section, we prove the three new lemmas introduced
in the paper. Note, the remainder of the results follow directly
from these lemmas.
Throughout, summations over network paths are used. Recall
(equivalently,
) if
the notation from Section II-B,
is taken over the set
there is a path from to . The sum
and the sum
is taken over
the set
. The other
permutations of this notation used below should be clear.
A. Proof of Lemma 1
The first part of the lemma (the formula for the current means)
follows directly from Kirchoff’s current laws. So its proof is
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here omitted. We now focus on the covariance formula. For any
, write out the variance of
explicitly in terms of the
injected currents and apply (7) to obtain
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with .
Next we prove the formula for the covariance of
Rewrite the voltages in terms of the loop currents and apply (7)
to obtain the equations

(37)
(45)

(38)
where the last equality follows by inspection from the backward
state equations.
, the covariance of
with is derived
Next, for any
as follows. First, separate the covariance as

(46)
(39)
The first term on the right-hand side is a covariance of different
loop currents. Therefore, by (7)

The final formula follows from direct substitution of forward
state definitions.
C. Proof of Lemma 3

(40)

We prove only the first expression, as the others follow in
the same way. Consider two complex random variables
and
:

Combining this expression with (37) and utilizing the backward
state formulas yields the desired result:

(47)
(48)
It follows that
(49)

(41)
(42)
B. Proof of Lemma 2
. When
, the
Here we prove the expressions for
expressions are derived in the same way.
The voltage mean formula follows from direct application of
Kirchoff’s voltage laws, so its proof is here omitted. We begin
with the voltage covariances. Rewrite the voltages in terms of
the branch currents and apply Lemma 1 to obtain the equations

(43)

(44)
The final form of the voltage covariance follows from direct
substitution of the forward states into the above equation.
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